TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL TYPICAL APPLICATION

STEP 5 - TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL ACTIVITIES

1. Place channelizing devices at correct spacing to form termination taper moving with the flow of traffic.

2. Install "End Road Work" sign approximately 500' from last device in lane closure moving with the flow of traffic.

STEP 6 - TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL ACTIVITIES

1. Clean up work space removing all debris, vehicles, etc.

2. Remove channelizing devices from end of closure back to widest part of lane closure taper against the flow of traffic.

NOTE:
When opening or closing a lane on freeways, expressways, and roadways with posted speeds > 55 mph, a work vehicle shall be closely followed by a protection vehicle (PV) during installation and removal of temporary traffic control devices. Refer to 104.01-15C for appropriate PV details.

There shall be a minimum of seven channelizing devices in the shoulder taper.

*Refer to sign spacing chart (MD 104.01-02):